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RESEARCH CHAPTER ON WORD RECOGNITION AND ANALYSIS
FOR THE PRIMARY GRADES
1
Ellen Mary Geach

INTRODUCTION
This thesis is written in accordance ith the ork being done on
word recognition an? analysts in primary graces. Its purpose is to supply
the research for the study.
The materials of the study are divided into grade% and the word
lists are based on three or more commonly used basal reading systems.
The primary «ord lists used fir© copyrighted by the iSducational
Clinic at notion University, Boston, lasaachusetts.
Digitized by the Internet Archive
in 2016
https://archive.org/details/exercisesforwordOOgeac
CHAPTER V
PART I - D&vuomm OF VOCABULARY
Pro-school Including Kindergarten
Many studies have been made of the speaking .bulary of children
of various ages, and several vorci counts have been made
.
Heilig^ reports that 3 li5 words were recorded on the first day of a
study of a child of 23 months of age* On the child* s second birthday, the
list had grown to hSS words, and adoitlons averaged 100 vord3 a month.
There was a lapse of three months, and then counting was resumed. The count
was 2,1“ 3 words on the day before the chile *s third birthday. Many musical
terras, such as, arpeggio, chore, interval, note, octave, and scale, were in-
cluded in the vocabulary; and her parents state that the musical knowledge
was gained from listening to her mother play the piano and that no attempt
had been made to teach her but that all hor cuestions had been answered.
* 2
It is interesting to note here that Hodgkins finds that social
backgrouno and influence affect the speaking vocabulary of children.
3Mate r reports a vocabulary of 1,020 words for a four year old
boy. Her word count was established by recoroiug every new word as it was
used during ten reeks preceding the child* a fourth birthday.
Pelsm>u recoraed the speaking vocabulary of his daughter for three
weeks before her second, third, and fourth birthdays, anc he states that a
1. Matthias ii. neilly, 11 A "Chilc^e Vocabulary," The ecia^orical : eninary,
20H-16, Inarch, 1913.
2. A. M. Hodgkins, "The Tabulation of the Spontaneous Speaking Vocabularies
of 162 Two to Five fear Old Children in a Nursery," M. 2d. Theses, Boston
University, School of education , 19U7.
3. Florence .ateer, "Vocabulary of a four Year Old," The Pedagogical
o
-minary
, lS*63-7li, March, 1908.
l. John R. Pelswa, "A Child* o Vocabulary and Its Development,” The
Pedagogical Seminary
, 17 8328-369# 1910.
.'
.
five year old uses a vocabulary of ap roxin; tely 1,800 worcs.
In a study of the vocabularies of pre-school children, Hodgkins^
tabulated a total of 207,9% running words . She got an indivuciual word
count of 2,792 words. A count of 785 words were found to appear on her
lists but not on the IAG list*
2Horn, with the assistance of kindergarten teachers of Iowa and
Minneapolis, collected about 20,000 running words of kindergarten children.
Primary Grades
3From a study of 107 primary grade books, Stone-' established a
graded vocabulary of 2,161* words.
bord Lists
'*»
• v
The IKU is a list of 2,596 words presented by the Child Stud:/
Coramitteer This list was compiled from conversations recorded verbatim in
homes and kindergartens.
So**© 7,000 words were found but the list contained the 2,59b words
of highest frequency.
c
Thome ike' lists 10,000 words in alphabetical orcer. These words
were found to occurr most widely in a count of 635,00o words taken from
children's literature. Forty-one different sources were used, and the
l
-*-• A. M. Hodgkins, "The Tabulation of the Spontaneous Speaking Vocabularies
of 162 Two to Five Year Old Children in a nursery School," M. tid. Thesis,
Boston Univorsity, School of education, 19ii7.
2. brnest Home, : ateline Home, and P , C. -acker, "Tho Co honest .ords in
the Spoken Vocabulary of Children up to and Ineludiig Si* Years of Age,"
.ixmcation, i art f, fth. ;<TI, ppTll8!Pl9?» labile school Tudlisriinr, Cc *pany, 1925.
3, Clarence . Stone, 9A Vocabulary Study Based on 107 i ri .ary Grade hooks,"
dlenantary School Journal,
b • Chile 3 tu'ey Co^ittee
B2:1*52-B>5j February, 19/2,
of the I* K. U.
,
*'A Study of the Vocabulary of
Children Before Entering the First Grade, Washington, L.C., Baltimore, iid.
,
HP. >36, 1928.
5. Fdward L. Thorndike. The Teacher's ord ->ook, Teachers College, Columbia
University, b.Y.C.
,
3921.

Lthous.
(lumber of words found are . about 3,000,000 words fro the Bible and
•inglish Classics j about 5' >000 words from looks about cooking, serving, farm-
ing, the trades and the like? about 90,000 words froi tho daily newspapers;
and about 50C,0CC words fron correspondence. ft
From a list of 5,600 words obtained from the follow ing sources,
2
Dates lists 1,811 words of highest frequency and suitable for the first
three grades.
^'1. The 2,500 words of highest frequency, as determined by
Thorndike's count of four and a half million words, of which approximately
iU per cent were words from children’s literature.
**2, Any words not in the 2,500 fron Thorndike found In the
and words of highest frequency as determined by a count of words in a
selection of young children’s literature*
"3. All additional words found in the thousand nost frequent words
in a series of readers for primary grades.
t
i
«U. All additional words found in the thousand most frequent words
In the spoken vocabulary of young children.
B 5. All additional v;ords founc with considerable frequency in
various studies of primary literature published since 1925.
"6. All additional words appearing in at least one-sixth of a
list of 105 books of various sorts, including readers, supplementary rearers,
books of storios, and various types of information selected and analyzed by
the present author."
Buckingham and Dolch^ state that children’s word knowledge is
4
Edward L. Thomdik
_
Teachers Wprd Book, Teachers College, Columbia
lv<g^ty^ ju J. C., *4,
~
rT C., p. iil, 1921if.
r I. Gates, A heading Vocabulary for the Primary Grades, Revised,
oachers College, Columbia University', if. Y7”C.,",,r l7'-n > ~
3. Ibid, p. 1-2
lu B. R. Buckingham and S. ?, . lolch, A Combined v.ord hist
,
Ginn and Company,
••oston, yassachueetts.
, .
5$
*
*
changing with changing life conditions, and that, therefore, rvo tabulation
can be considered final.
The Buckingham, Dolch lists grades and gives the frequency of
19,000 words . , over 10,000 are given gratis placeineat according to
children* a usage by ono or more studies."
2
The chief source of A Combined word List was the Free-Association
Study, but ten word studies were used.
1. B. ii. Buckingham and £. .<• Dolch, A Combined ord list, Ginn and Co :pany,
boston, Massachusetts, p. 19.
2. Ibid.
i i
#
rTABLE I
1
Lord Studies Used in A Combined ord List
Studies
Running
Words
Studied
Different
Words and
Forms
Lists a»
Published
Lists vithout
Duplication and
Proper Names
Children's Usage
Vocabulary to
Six Years (Horn) — 5,000
— 1,082
Kindergarten
Union List — 7,000 7,596 1,759
Tree-Associa-
tion List 2,312,200 12,622 9,520 9,520
Jones List 15,000,000 1,700 U, 532 2,709
Tidymen List 538,500 — 3,000 2,118
Studley-V. are
List 200,000 3.U70 3,932 3,183
Payne-Garrlsno
List 2,175,000 13,196 1,661 1,260
Hauer List — 19,000 3,037 2,191
Adult Usage
Basic Writing
Vocabulary (Horn) 5,137,000 36,363 10,000 6,126
Reading Matter
Bates Vocabulary — — 1,500 1,158
Thorndike List
. . ..
10,000,000 20,000 20,000 17,890
1. 8. R. F3uckingham an< S. .V. L’olch, A Combined ord Liat
,
Ginn and Company,
Boston, Mae? achusetts, p. 15.
6
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PAiiT II - FRBQUdKCY OF ORDS
Textbook Difficulties before 1926
"
A child’s vocabulary depends greatly on the meaning a vord has for
him and the number of times the vord is met. The success or failure of a
textbook depends upon the understanding the child receives from it.
Buckingham**' reports that textt>ooks prior to 1926 had, as their
greatest vocabulary difficulties, too many different words, too difficult
words, and an adult viewpoint.
The fact that thero were too many different words can be supported
2
by Packer 1 !. findings in 1921 of 3*561 different words used in first readers.
reore decent Studies
The number of different words still ranked high by 1937. In that
year Hackatt and Neeley^ reported 2,800 different words in 28 first readers.
They also reported a trend towards smeller vocabulary* increased repetition
of words and a larger proportion of vords from the Gates List.
II
In an analysis of trie vocabularies of 1$ pre-priners , Hayward and
i
Ordway4 found a total number of 311 different words used in all books.
Marring reports that tiie number of different words used in primers
varies from 200 to over $00 to a primer and that the range in total word con-
tent is from 2,000 to over 8,000 words.
'*• Buckingham* " The Textbook and its Vocabulary," Journal of Educa-
oional .it. n^rch* 16*162-165* September, 1926.
.?* "J. L. lacker, "The Vocabulary of Ten First leaders," The Twentieth
-^arbooK oi the National society for the Study of SducatiorTP uoli'c “cnoolpublishing Company, 1921.
?• J. A. Mackett and N. G. Neeley, "The Vocabulary of Twenty flight First
-eaaers," elementary School Journal
, 37*361-352, January 1937.
'
6* George Hayvrard and Nancy Ordway, , r „
. ..
.
,,
y ’ 'vocabularies of Recently Pub-^ ^ fe^al, 37:6c -617, April, 1937.r- I agwftfflr Iste# asss-M.
••
In a study of 15 priors, Hart lug found a total = ord content of
77,OOU words but with an occurrence of only 1,200 different words.
Betted in his study of first grade basal readers, found only three
icey words common to 13 pre-priraers, thirty-four words co non to 13 primers,
and 116 words corason to 13 first readers.
2
Sister U, Dorothy and Sister Rita Gecile, in a study of 20 pre-
prints since 1937 an; with a comparison of earlier studies, report that
f
there is a lower different-word count of recently published pre-prlners than
of earlier pre-primers and that greater similarity is being established
anong the vocabularies of pre-primers and that there is evidence of change
in the selection of words in the pre-primers, although the core vocabulary
remained the sane.
3
Hackett has tabulated the average number of different words he
has found in a study of elementary readers published before 1928 to books
published in 1937,
1. K. A. Betts, rt A Study of the Vocabulary of First Grade i>asal headers, rt
Elementary English Review
,
16:65-69, 73, February, 1939.
Ti Sister & . Dorothy anc Sister i ita Gecile, O.P., "A Vocabulary Analyois
of Recently Published Fre-Primers, w Journal of educational Research,
1*0*116-125, October, 19lt6.
3. J. A. Hackett, “The Vocabulary and Contents of Elementary School
Readers,** ^tate of California Doportmont of Education, Bulletin 3 , 1938.
c
1
TABLE II
-
An Average Lumber of Different ftords Found
In A Study of Primers and First Headers
Level of Book Late of Publication
Average number of
Different fiords
Primer before 1928 369
Primer 1930 - 1931 30U
Primer 1936 - 1937 2h7
lirst Reader Before 1926 6U1j
First Reader 1936-1937 U62
1. J. A. Hackett, "The Vocabulary and Contents of momentary School
.verxers,'* State of California Department of Education* ulletin 3, p. 19U*
1938.

hew Treiids
The trend towards a smaller vocabulary and an increased repetition
of worcs as reported by Hackett and keeley^ in 1937 is supported in a study
2
of recently published primary grace readers as reported by Spache. He
also reports that the most direct measure of a reader’s difficulty is its
number of different nords.
orb Frequency and Btancarntzed Tests
^
In comparing the vocabularies of graces one and two books of the
3
LEARNING TO READ aeries and ten standaredzed reading tests, i.ason reports
that no one word appears in all tests studied; that 296 words of the basal
vocabulary, of which hlx ore proper names, are not included in any of the
tests.
Lason also found that teste published since 1930 do not have a
vocabulary to fit the vocabularies in the basal readers and that, therefore,
the tests are not suitable to accurately measure reading achievement in
grades one and two.
She states that, ^*In the tests having the lowest per cent of
words in co-amon with the basal vocabulary only one in four will be known
by the child, while in the best test, only three words in four will be
known#"
1. J. A. Hackett and ft. G. iieeley, "The Vocabulary of 28 First readers,"
Elementary School Journal
,
37 s 3Ui-3i?2, January » 1937.
27 George Spache, " hew trends in F rimary Grade Pleaders," Elementary School
Journal
,
1*2:283-90, December, 191*1 •
T. Doris S. Hason, "A Comparison of the Grade One and Two Books of the
Learning to Read Series and Ten Standardized Reading Tests," U, Ed. Thesis,
Boston 'jnTversity, School of Education, 19U8*
lx# Ibid., p. 37.

PART III - SSTABLISBIBO READING TECHNIQUES
Reading Readiness
1
^Reading Readiness .... is something that children have acquired
in varying degrees; it is something to be taught, and not a series of at-
tributes for the development of which a teacher can do nothing but wait."
2
Murphy tells us that it is the teaching of skills which are nec-
essary for the prevention of future confusions in reading.
It is the teaching of likenesses and differences in words which is
a necessary ability to be acquired In preparation for learning to reed.
3
Harrison tails us that the ability to see likenesses and differ-
ences before learning to read is one of the most important factors leading
to success in reading.
The skills to bo acquired in Reading Readiness are those which
enable the chile to learn wards and to distinguish between words by their
shape or sound. It must not toe forgotten that, not only •. oes the success
or failure of reading depend on a child’s recognition of a T^orc, but, as
Payne^ reports, also on the experience a child has had with The word ho
*
meets.
£
Thompson says that enrichment of a child’s background is important
as it gives him a basis for his reading. She reports that reading can fail
because of lack of the necessary background.
TT A. I. Gates and (:•. L. ond and u. tfuscseli, ' wIJethocs o’l
'
"Determining
Reading fteaainass," Elementary School Journal
,
UO:l6S-l67, November, 1939.
2. Helen A. Rorphy, ’’Evaluation ox’ ' ixar'c Loos for Developing Auditory
Discrimination in Beginning Readers, Sri. Thesis, Heston University, School
of Education, 19UG,
3. Lucille Harrison, Reading Readiness , Revised arid Enlarged, Houghton,
Mifflin Company, boston, Kaslachuaeits, 1937*
U. Cassia Spenser Payne, R The Derivation of Tentative Korms for Short expo-
sures in Reading," Harvard Monographs in Education, .umber 10, iarvarti.
5. Louise ri. Thompson, ''The Ertricnriont"“Ver3us the Analy •: Is ethod of Teach-
ing First Grade Reading,” &. Ed. Thesis, Boston University, School of i)d.,19U‘
- 11
€'
Durrell finds that unless the child has a clear understanding of
the meaning of a vord, recognition and pronunciation are difficult to teach*
Causes of Failure
2
Gates reports that some of the difficulties in ord Recognition
are as follows*
1. Inferior mental capacity. Gates states that the knowledge of
word meanings and ease of acquiring a reading vocabulary are closely related
to intelligence.
2. Lack of general experience or experience in using oral English
Tills difficulty can be found in children from families speaking in a foreign
tongue
.
3* Difficulty can result if children are taught a large number of
unusual v.ords that are unfamiliar in the primary grades*
Incorrect eye movements, such as, not progressing from left to
right.
Visual and auditory difficulties*
3lobinson reports that malac Rusted homes or unsatisfactory inter-
family relationships are considered causes of reading failures* Severe
emotional maladjustments were foun< to be treated casually in a third of tlie
cases studied. Robinson found that inappropriate methods of teaching caused
difficulty in less than a fourth of the class she studied. Actual physical
difficulties, such as, functional or structural deficiencies in the brain,
speech, auditory, and hearing difficulties, caused failure in about one
Tl Uonaid I). Purroll. Improvement"'of basic Reading Abilities
,
/onkcrs'-on-
Hudson, N. I*, orld Book Company^ v
2. A. I. Gatos, Improvement of Read In;,;
,
Revised Edition, Dew fork, The "
Kacmillan Company, uh. ~I9T7.
3. Helen U. Robinson," Causes of Reading Failure," Education , 6?*U22-6,
FIarch, 19U7*
<
fourth of the cases. Intelligence ant verbal ability tere found to be
adequate in all the cases studied. The causes, according to Robinson, do
hot appear in isolation.
Hoover' states that the most important causes stem from bad
jodagogy. He reports that beginning pupilo are not given enough reading
readiness and are expected to start to read too soon. Often there is too
rigid adherence to the readers of a given grade vhich vill limit pupil
learning. Hoover finds that too much stress is too often placed on the
mechanics of reading instead of on the content of reading. Meaning received
by a child is the most important factor.
Hoover also finds that an inexperienced teacher often fails to
recognize faulty habits, such as, vocalization, excessive head movements,
or pointing at words vith the finger. If recognized, they are sometimes
left uncorrected.
Another important factor is that the teacher often fails to recog-
nize a child* s mental ability and is, therefore, unsympathetic to hie needs*
An unsympathetic approach on the part of the teacher may make the child
timid arm may even cause a feeling of hopelessness in the child.
2
Wiley; in his study, finds that children *111 make their cues for
recognizing torde and that they arc often inaccurate and r ill cans© confu-
sion. He reports that the parts of speech most rapidly learned are the
nouns am adjectives. The most common confusions are due to similar begin-
nings, similar encings, similar middles, or due to the end of one orb being
similar to the beginning of another.
Difficulty in wor recognition is fount to be more comon with
1. F. V. Hoover, “Reasons tfhy Pupils Fail in Reading,'" dlcrr;entary school
Journal
, h6 t 381-3 , March, 19u6.
2. b. s # iley, "Difficult ords and the beginner, M Journal of wcucational
Research, 17:278-28$?, April, 1928.
- <
.
i -•
.
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boys rather than girls. Donnelly'*' says this is probably greatly due to the
fact that girls play scho 1 at home &ore than the boys and not to superior
mental ability on the part of the girls.
Inabecuate and incorrect concepts of vords, phrases, and sentences
2
were found by Berbers to be a difficulty of third graders. She discovered
that children had wrong or hasy meanings for words they read vith apparent
ease. She also discovered that there was often no agreement between re-
sponses to similar items on different tests.
She states, ^ These are an important factor in causing reading
comprehension difficulties, for adequacy of concept ie fundamental to com-
prehension . . . there can be no meaning sinless the reader has the ability to
interpret the symbols on the printed page.”
Easiest >'*orda to Learn
Hildreth^ states that the easiest words for young children to
learn ara those sen or heard most often; specific or concrete, words; words
with perceptual distinctions, such as, the longest or shortest words or
words with peculiarities of formation j words normally easy to pronounce; and
vords v hich recall pleasant events or have pleasant associations, such as,
ice cream, candy, pony.
c
Gates ^ tells us that one r.ay of recognizing words depends upon
striking characters, such as, the cross in •‘box” , Often a child tries to
reraeriber the general shape of a word and will pronounce words alike that are
1, Helen S. iioimelly, h Growth 61 ord skills in Grade the,’* Education,
56:ltO-3> September, 1935*
2. Sister . . Benigna Berbers, "Comprehension Difficulties in a Third Grade
header," Elementary English Review, 16: 3-7, February, 1939*
!• Ibid., p. 56 .
U. Gertrude Hildreth, '"Individual Study in ord Recognition," leraentary
School Journal, 35*606-619, April, 193b.
b. A. i. Gates, Improvement of heading. Revised Edition, Kevt fork. The
l acaillan Company, Ch. 11, T9T7.
.'
bonewhat similar in configuration, such as, when, where . Some pupils study
a word letter by letter. Identifying end phonetic elements, called phonetic
analysis, is also a method used to recognise *ords, reports Gates. He says
that some pupils analyze a word visually, that is, they see parts one by one
and recognize the word without thinking of the sounds of the separate parts.
Often a word nay be learned by deriving its probable meaning froc: an accom-
panying picture or from the context in which the word is found.
Callahan^ finds that colorful words are much easier to learn than
abstract words. In her study, she reports that there is a statistically
significant difference in favor of colorful words.
2Gardella finds it is not successful to use words at the beginning
of a sentence but that use of nursery rhymes is quite successful.
Teaching words in isolation vas found by Mattola-* to be superior
to teaching words in phrases.
Tera3 and their leaning
Syllabification^ — pupil attempts to break up words into familiar
syllables or parts of words. This is not phonetic analysis, which is the
use of elements, such as "th," " tr," "bl," or individual letters.
Configuration — Gates refers to the shape of letters in this
manner. It applies to short, tall, or long letters, and it may be held
constant while all other factors vary.
Y, Dorothea Therese JoTlaFan, "llio Uo^yarlsor in the -ate oi
; learning af*
Colorful and Abstract V.ords in Grade One," M. Ed. Thesis, Boston University,
School of Education, 191x7.
2. Dora Rosemarie Gardella, "A Systematic Review of Pre-primer and Primer
Vocabulary through words Flashed in Context," M. Ed, Thesis, Boston
University, School of Education, 19li6.
3. .Margaret D. Mattola, "Teaching a New ft’ord in Isolation Versus Teaching A
New Word in a Phrase in the First Grade, 5 * M. Ed. Thesis, Boston University,
School of Education, 19U7.
ii. A. I. Gates, Improvement of Reading, Revised Edition, New York, The
Macmillan Company, 1937.
'c
m3
’
disorientation — applies to a wore hich appears as it would if
seen through a nirror, bxanplee of disorientation are "b" mistaken for "d,"
"p" for M b5 or "p" for "cl,"
fries — Hill says that emphasis put on outstanding or identical
parts of orda are cues used by the child to aid in recognizing th© word.
2
verbalism — mere word recognition and word reproduction.
Visual discrimination
Visual Discrimination is the ability to see likenesses and differ-
ences in a word#
lilsonJ tells us that, in order to read, a child crust be able to
correctly perceive the letters that go together to make a word.
In discovering whether a child vho could match words veil at the
beginning of training would show greater success in reading than one vho had
difficulty. Smith** found the correlation of ,87 betv oen ability to match
lower case letter-* and scores on the Detroit Word iiecognition Text,
c
Smith reports that "general ability in uord recognition cannot
progress very far until pupils have developer! the particular ability of
making visual discrimination* at least to the extent of being able to match
word fomo."
In a study of the effect of visual diecri ination exercises on the
1, Star/ Buffam Hill, "Experimental Procedures in the Study of the I roceso
of ore biacrir ination in heading," Journal of kucational _-esearch,
29 iIi73-*82, February, 193b.
2. Paul McKee, "Vocabulary Development," Thlrty-stath Yearbook of the
National Society for the Study of Education, Part 1* £h. U£, PubTTc Jcfcool
FuuIgKl’ig Tgg&yTim
F. T. Wilson, " Sarly Achievement in Seadin;V .leraontary School Journal,
U2#6G$M£# April 19U2.
U. Kila B. Smith, "hatching Ability as a factor in First Grace heading,"
Journal of educational Psychology
, 19*560-570, November, 1928,
5, Ibid,, p. 560,
L.-V
__—_ -
r
—
_
if reader, Jenkins1 found that those trained -ere superior in rate 17
17
of learning new words, scoring U.iil in mean number of words, as compared to
2,76 on the part of the control group. In word recognition the experimental
group proved to be superior by a score of 12.8U in mean number of words rec-
ognised on t!ie Detroit Kord Recognition Test as compared to 8.0U for the
control group.
In his experiments
,
Huey fomy that the begin ing half of a ' ord
artis more important for perception than the lat+er half and that the upper p
of a word or letter is more important than the lover port*
Davidson^ reports that discrimination between letters is a result
of an increase in mental maturity and of experience and practice ith the
confusing letters.
Auditory Discrimination
Auditory discrimination is the distinguishing of sounds in a word.
Hearing a vord helps a child recognise it and thus aids him in learning to
read.
Konroe^ says that the lack of precise discrimination of certain
sounds could leac to confusion of words which can affect reading progress.
£
In discriminating between sounds, Kelley finds that vowel sounds
aro more difficult to hear than either beginning or final consonants. She
1. Kathryn Jenkins, "Construction and Evaluation of Sxercisns for Developing
Visual Discrimination in beginning Reading," U* Ed. Thesis, Boston Universil
School of Education, p. 79, 19U0.
2. bdnunc B. Huey, The ? sychology ar»d Pedagogy of Reading, hev fork. The
Macmillan Company, nTVttr&x*
3. Helen I . Saviuson, "A Study of Confusing Letters, b, d, p, and g, M
Pedagogical Seminar/ ana Journal of Genetic Psychology, U7iii56**68» uece ber,
—» — " — —— —-— --
L. Marion Monroe, Children ho Cannot Head, University of Chicago Freer:,
PP* 93-9$, 1932.
5. Helen Irene Kelley," Relative Difficulty of Aut itory t erception of -ord
Slements," Li. be. Thesis, Boston University, School of Education, 19U$.
..
7
finds that vov/els vary in difficulty according to their position in the word
and whether long or short vowels are used.
Bigcy^ reports that "g“ is the easiest initial consonant and "w"
the most difficult, initial consonant in auditory discrimination. She found
that nyM is the easiest of final consonants and “d” most difficult consonant
in final position. She also found that “s“ is the easiest to distinguish as
both initial and final consonant sand "p" is twice as easy to distinguish
when used as an initial consonant rather than in final position. Of the
rhymes, Biggy found “ ing” to be the easiest end "and” most difficult.
Combining Auditor:/ and Visual Discrimination
2
Murphy found that by carrying out a program of either auditory
or visual training, reading abilities of first graders greatly improved} Lut
when a program combining auditory and visual discriminations was given, the
rate of achievement vac increased.
Murphy and Junkins^ have given conclusive evidence that auditory
arid visual discriminations can be taught and that specific exercises to in-
crease those skills have a big effect on future success. They studied the
value of a for -al teaching program and found that those receiving training
in visual and auditory discriminations made a greater gain than the control
group which had no specific training. The learning rate was found to be
twice as great at the end cf the training period for the experimental groups
,
h
while the control groups sho ad only very slight improvement.
1. Mary Virginia Biggy, “The Establishment of a Relative Greer of
Difficulty of Prd Elements in Auditory Discrimination M. Ed. Thesis,
Boston University, School of Education, 19ta6.
2. Helen A. Murphy, “Evaluation of the Effect of Specific Training in
Auditory and Visual Liscrimination on Beginning Readers," D. B., Boston
University, School of education, 1913*
3. Helen A. Murphy and Kathryn M. Junkins, “Increasing the Rate of learning
in First Grade Reading,” Education, 62:37-39, September, 19lil.
2u Ibid*
8
18
—.
Acoiib reveals that visual and auditory discriminations, perceptloti
it
ifttid associability are very significant factors in relation z-o resting ability,
iile gives a correlation of .70 plus ox’ minus .02 betwssn reading and visual
j»eaory of word pattern.
fothotig of Teaching ord Recognition
2
Feruald and Keller, in 1921, made a report on a method of teaching
reading. A child was first aeke what word, he wished to 1earn. The word was
then written on the board and traced over by the chile with his fingers while
ho said the syllables to himself. The vord was then erased, and the child
tried writing it. If he couldn’t, the process was repeated until the word
Could be written by the chile without copying. Sentences followed the single
word in the sarae manner. As soon as the chile was able to make out single
sentences, he was taken to the library and permitted to choose any book.
Paragraphs were then read to him but before reading, each word not previously
learned wee shown to bin through an adjustable slit in a piece of cardboard.
If the child failed to read th* word, it was pronounced for him. He pro-
nounced it and then wrote it as before until he could do eo without copying.
If lie had difficulty, he was taught the word by the original procedure.
Brief word exposures were then given to him and the child was encouraged to
read as soon aa possible.
The invention of the tachis toscope in 1871 by Hsraholts^ has
greatly sidec experimentation in the perceptual field. The tachistoecop©
mantes it possible to expose words or phrcases in isolation for limited lengths
Tl Ilian Acodb, *3 tutly of ) sychologlc&I tutors in lieaoing a^
r
spelling
St. Ski. Thesis
,
Boston University, school of education, 193o.
2. Grace M, Femald and Helen Keller, "The Effect of Kinaesthetic Factors
In the development of »ord Recognition in the Case of Lon-read©ru," Journal
f Educational liesearch, Uf3£5~377, Dsoeatosr, 1921.
I
. A . oefeddt , h Aii Expert: »;ntal Study In Psychology of Reading,*1
leriontary Educational Eosiographs
„
University of Chicago, pp. 35-21,
> 1917 *

of time,
.
1
Dugant reports that the t&chistoecope is not satisfactory 11“ used
as & means of increasing speeds. She states that exorcises with graded cou-
textual clues are a valuable review technique.
2
In a study of the quick perception method, Praric states that
there is no statistically significant difference in the number of words
learned by the quick perception or basic methods. She showed that quick
perception, although an effective method of systematic review, is of no
value in initial teaching,
3
i'aiorano made a study for quick perception iring the Scott, fores-
nan primer. The experimental group was given the systematic vocabulary re-
view for 18 consecutive school days while the control group was kept on 'he
regular program for the earn© length of tine. At the beginning, the control
group was superior and at the end the experimental group was superior.
At the close of her experiment in specific quick perception train-
ing, flaithr reports a mean gain of 16.8 &ords for the experimental group
while the control group hac a mean gain of 1.8 words.
In a study of the two methods of word study and word enrichment,
found that there was no statistically significant difference.
Although many studies have been made on the methods of teaching
TI i.ary Jane hugent, H An dvaluationoi' ore Recognition hxer’cises for Grade
One," 12. Ed, Thesis, Boston University, School of Education, 19U6.
2. Virginia 3. Prario, "An Evaluation of a Quick Perception Method in Teach-
ing a Reading Vocabulary to Grade One," M. Sd, Thesis, Boston University,
School of Education, 19u?.
3. Doris I. Maiorano, "An Evaluation of a Quick Perception Method for
Systematic Review on Primer Vocabulary, V.. Ed. Thesis, Boston University,
School of Education,
U* Gertrude S. Smith, "Development and Evaluation of a Quick Perception
Method in Beginning Reading," U* Ed. Thesis, Boston University, School of
Education, 19U1.
?. Elizabeth P. Lenk, “The Comparison of Word Study and Word Enrichment
Techniques on the Rato of Learning to Read in Grade One," LI. Sd, Thesis
,
Boston University, School of Education, 19U6.
.'
21.
21
>
V
it ie unlikely that one perfect method rill be found but that good reading
ability will only come as the result of a combination of methods through
adecuate teaching,
1
Gatos tells us that more than one method should be used, as
difficulty and confusion often result from the use of only one method.
1, A, I, Gates, Improvement of Reading, i.evised and Enlarged, f.ev fork. The
lacmillan Company, iTTL
1
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PRACTICE EXERCISES FOR ENDINGS FOR GRADE III
Kathleen M. O’Leary

)INTRODUCTION
This thesis is one chapter in a group 3tudy on exer-
cises in word analysis for Grades II and III. The exer-
cises in this study deal specifically with the firiel sounds
ch, er, le, en, sh, ck and nt for Grade III. All the
vocabulary used was taken from a Core Vocabulary compiled
by the group* This Core Vocabulary was obtained by listing
those words that occurred three or more times in the word
lists of nine basic reading systems, plus any words from
the Durrell-Sttllivan Vocabulary that did not appear.
Each exorcise was planned for approximately ten min-
utes. Some exorcises are definite teaching and listening
lessons, while others give written practice in the use of
the final sounds. In the practice exercises „he teacher
may have them duplicated, dictate them, or write them on
the board—whichever is best adapted to her particular
teaching, situation.
This program was designed to make the children more
conscious of the final sounds of words and to make them .
: {/'? ' ^
cognizant of their value in attacking new words. It is
anticipated that at some future date these exercises will
be tried out and evaluated.
.,
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LESSON 1
LISTENING FOR eh AS A FINAL SOUND» I — «'- — —
"I am going to say some words that begin with ch (sound).
I* 11 write them on the board and I want you to say them after
me.%
, .
Dictate and write on the board:
v
" chair, cheese, chief, chickens, chance,
chain, chatter, chest, choose”
Have different children draw a circle around the ch in
each word.
"Now listen to these words and see if you can hear the ch
v
at the end of the words. 1*11 write them on the board and I
want you to say them after me •”
Dictate and write on the board:
"witch, touch, each, lunch, porch, reach,
stretch, which, stitch, much"
"Did you hear the ch at the end of each word?"
Have different children draw a circle around the ch at
the end of each word.
"Can you think of some other words that end with ch (
Have individual children give words and write them oi
board.
"Here are some words we can read. Let*s see If we can
make some new words by adding ch."
Write on the board:
"It, in, not, hit, pin"
.r
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LESSON 2
LISTENING FOR ch AS FINAL SOUND
"Let's play a game with words that begin or end with ch
(sound)* 1*11 start, and if my word begins with ch (sound),
your word must end with ch (sound)* If I say cheese, you
could say reach* Remember, your word must end the way mine
begins. Chest
*
n
"Now let’s take a piece of paper. Fold it in two columns
and number the lines from 1 to 10. Listen to the words I’m
I
going to say. If you hear ch (sound) at the beginning of the
word, write ch in the first column* If you hear ch (sound)
at the end of a word, write ch in the second column. Ready?
Sample Paper
1. reach 1. ch
2. match 2. ch
3. choose 3. ch
4 . much 4. ch
5. stretch 5. ch
6 . sandwich 6. ch
7. chief 7. ch
8. change 8. ch
9. touch 9. ch
10. scratch" 10. ch

LESSON 3
PRACTICE y> ITH ch AS A FINAL SOUND
Here are some questions. All of the answers are words
which end in ch. The words are at the bottom of the page.
See if you can find the correct word to answer each question
and write it on the line beside it.
Can you find?
1. The name of a building where we go to pray.
2. The name of our noon day meal.
3. A part of a tree.
4. A kind of chair that many people can sit on.
5. The name of something that tells us the
time.
6. Something good to eat.
7. A part of a house.
8. Something with which we light fires.
9. A word that tells how people walk in
parades.
______
10.
A word that means you have much money.
watch peach march
ranch porch bench
church sandwich lunch
match branch rich

LESSON 4
PRACTICE wITH ch AS A FIKAL SOUND
Her© are some words that you can read. Add ch to each of
these words to make a new word and write it on the line. Write
the new word in one of the sentences below.
pat pea
bran it
ben pit
ran pin
tea cat
1. The dog is trying to the cat.
2. The kitten climbed to the highest of the tree
3. I am going faraway to visit Grandfather’s •
4. Will vou me how to play that game?
5. Bill is going to for the school ball team.
6. I’m sorry. I didn’t mean to you.
7. Let’s see if the tree is in bloom.
8 . Try to sit on the quietly.
9. Mother will have to the rip in my trousers.
10. The bite that the bug gave me is starting to
., j . • . »? ‘ -
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LESSON 5
PRACTICE WITH ch AS A PINAL SOUND
Add ch to the part of a word under each blank line.
Write the new word that you make on the line.
1. The soldiers will in the parade.
mar
2. Each child will bring a
^
for lunch.
_ sari wi
3. Let’s go into the fields and pick a large
of flowers. bun
4. There was a girl at the Hallowe'en party dressed
as a
.
wit
5. Mother Hen will sit on her eggs so that they will
• bii 11
6. Mother put a in my lunch box to surprise me.
pea
7. Mother is going to ray new dress on the machine.
stit
8. See the chickens
_______
the ground to find the corn.
scrat
9. Let's sit on the where it's nice and cool.
por
10.
The robins built their nest on the tallest
of the maple tree. bran
..
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LESSON 6
—
LISTENING FOR Oh AS A
"I am going to say some groups of words* One word in
each group will end in eh (sound)* Write that word on your
paper when you hear it* John may write at the board* Check
your word with John’s to see if you are right •"
Dictate
:
"1* circus, cellar, chance, catch , crow
2* teacher, pan, ranch, chatter, loud
3* tears, much, struck, chief, fresh
4* rich, duck, chain, kitchen, fish
5* thick, visit, flash, inch, choose
6* wash, branches, butcher, sheep, hatch
7* strange, patch, pish, show, pitcher
8* person, rush, chief, bunch, shovel
9* price, chair, bench , shop, place
10* change, lunch, wish, lady, notice ”

LESSON 7
LISTENING^POR,.gP ,AS
,
A, FINAL SOUND
“Today I am going to say some words that end in er (sound)
1*11 write them on the board and I want you to say them after
me."
Dictate and write on the boards
“together, over, leather, shoulder, cover"
Have individual children draw a circle around the er at
the end of each word.
"Can you think of some words that end with er (sound)?"
Write the words on the board as the children say them.
If a word does not have the final er, write it on the board in
a separate column and ask the children if it belongs with the
group of words that end in er.
Below are some words that end with er. Draw a circle
around the er at the end of each word. Then find the word
that begins with "a" and write it first; next write the word
that begins with "b" and so on. There are no words for "x"
and " 2 ."
barber finger chatter knocker
ever messenger Joker dinner
inner answer ladder proper
newspaper queer order voter
summer whisper yellower river
however temper grocer under

LESSON 7 (cont.
)

LESSON 8
PRACTICE WITH er AS A FINAL SOUND
Here are some words that end with er* Write each one in
the sentence where it belongs* Some words do not belong In
any sentence* Be careful*
feather butcher number
finger chatter hammer
silver rooster barber
shoulder leather master
1* The squirrel climbed up on the boy's
_•
2* The is crowing In the barnyard*
3* Y«e wear shoes made of
4. Tom is going to the
__
for a hair cut*
5* A good dog will obey his •
6* Can you guess the that I'm thinking of?
7. Mother's new hat has a beautiful on it*
8* I carefully pounded the nail with father's •
9* The little elf pointed his at the treasure*
10* Nickels and dimes are the color of •

LESSON 9
PRACTICE WITH er AS A PINAL SOUND
Write the missing word on the "blank line.
cold colder
1. Isn’t the weather ? I think today is
than yesterday.
drive driver
2. My father is a truck • He will
us back to school on his way to work.
fast faster
3. Billy can run than I can. He runs almost
as as the wind.
help helper
4. I try to be a good and my
mother as much as I can.
lead leader
5. Mary will the way to the secret hiding
place. If you follow the you will know
the way.
loud louder
6. Try not to talk so • The you
speak, the more noise there is.
7. pitch pitcher
Jack is the on our ball team. We picked
him because he can better than the other boys

LESSON 9 (cont.)
8 .
long
Can you get a
think this piece is
longer
piece of rope? I don’t
enough to jump with*
*—
LESSON 10
PRACTICE WITH er AS A FINAL SOUND
"Here are some words that you can read. Let’s add er
(sound) to each one and make some new words. You may write
your new word on the hoard. If you can use your new word
In a sentence, you will get one point for your row. Let’s
see which row will get the most points •"
Write on the board:
full bright pleasant dream
jump travel print sleep
sweet quart mark smart
thick fair fight clean

LESSON 11
PRACTICE WITH er AS A FINAL SOUND
Here are some words that you can read. Add er to each of
these words to make a new word and write it on the line.
Write the new word In one of the sentences below.
cold fast
crack hard
East mast
short slow
teach corn
1, The dog crawled into the because he had
broken mother's lamp,
2, The smiled at the funny stories the
children told,
3, At time, many people get dressed up In
new clothes,
4, A good pet will obey his
,
5, Winter weather is than summer weather,
6, The bird sat on ray shoulder and ate a
.
7, My friends are all than I am,
8, Please drive the automobile a little
.
9, Airplanes travel through the sky than birds,
10,
The cold weather will make the ice on the pond
. ^
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LESSON 12
LISTENING l'OR le AS A FINAL SOUND
"Let’s listen carefully to the beginning of tho words
I am going to say. See if you can tell the letter that is at
the beginning of each word,"
Dictate
:
"light, lady, lamb, lovely, listen”
"Now listen to the ending of these words. See what sound
you can hear at the end of these words#"
Dicta te
"smile, whistle, trouble, possible,
people, bubble, double, apple"
"What sound did you hear at the end of each word?"
"I’m going to write those words on the board and I want
you to say them after me."
"Do you see the "1" at the end of each word? There is
another letter at the end of each word that doesn’t say
anything. What letter is that?"
Have individual children come to the board and circle
the final le in each of the above words.
Write these words on the board:
vegetable puzzle possible
whistle candle tinkle
kettle automobile turtle

LLSSON 12 (cont.)
* X *m going to ask you some questions. The answer to each
one is a word that ends in le. See if you can find the word
on the board, frame it, and draw a circle around the final le."
"Can you find
The sound a bell makes?"
Something good to eat?"
An animal that crawls along slowly?"
Something to boil water in?"
A game?"
Something to ride in?"
A sound we can make with our mouth?"
A thing that gives light?"
,>
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LESSON 13
PRACTICE WITH le AS A FINAL SOUND
Here are some words that end with le. Find the word that
begins with M a". Write it first. Next write the word that
begins with "b" and so on. There Isn’t a word for every letter
of the alphabet.
double Idle trouble
handle needle riddle
little uncle bubble
possible marble eagle
stile jingle gobble
kettle fiddle vege table
automobile candle whistle
.•
. .
,
•
•
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LESSON 14
PRACTICE WITH le AS A FINAL SOUND
Draw a line from each word on the left, to the word on
the right that la made from it* Draw a circle around tne le
at the end of each of the big words.
chuck needle tramp trample
crack crackle start startle
need chuckle
-
fit* v bund gentle
spark twinkle gent handle
twink sparkle hand bundle
cat ripple can tinkle
pad cattle tink candle v
rip bubbley sing pickle
sad saddle pick hurtle
bub
V -t
r
paddle hurt single
beet tackle
trick nibble
tack beetle
speck speckle
§
nib trickle
..
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LESSON 16
PRACTICE WITH le AS A FINAL SOUND
the words that belong in the puzzle*
gobble rattle turtle uncle
maple castle apple tumble
them, choose
tinkle
rule
Across
1* An animal that crawls
slowly.
4. The name of the husband
of my aunt,
5* A kind of tree.
7* A baby*s toy.
Down
1. The sound a bell makes*
2. Something we must obey #
3* The home of a king and
queen.
6* The name of a fruit.

LESSON 17
LISTENING FOR en AS A FINAL SOUND
"I am going to say some words that end In en (sound).
I’ll write them on the hoard and I want you to say them after
me."
Dictate and write on board:
"chicken, even, happen, then, often,
when, happen, stolen, dozen, oven"
"Did you hear the en (sound) at the end of each word?"
Have Individual children draw a circle around the en at
the end of each word.
"Here are some riddles. The answers are all words that
end in en (sound). I f ll write the answers on the board as you
tell them to me."
"Tell me the name of a baby cat." kitten
"Tell me the number that comes after ten." eleven
"Tell me the number that comes after six." seven
"Tell me the room in which mother cooks." kitchen
"Tell me the part of a stove In which
mother bakes a cake." oven
"Tell me a word that means twelve." dozen
"Tell me the name of a baby hen." chicken
"Tell me the place where flowers and
vegetables grow." garden
"Tell me a word that means many boys and
girls." children
,.
.
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LESSOH 17 (cont*
)
"Tell me a word that means something is the
color of gold." golden

LESSON 18
PRACTICE WITH en AS A FINAL SOUND
Here are some words that end with en. Draw a circle
around the en at the end of each word. Write each word in
sentence where it belongs. Some words do not belong in any
sentence • Be careful.
children listen dozen
garden written eleven
happen kitten sudden
kitchen even frighten
1. Are you going to plant carrots in your 4
2. The little was playing with a spool of
thread*
3. Nancy invited
4. Did you
9 .
children to her birthday party.
carefully to what mother said?
5. Put the groceries on the table.
6. I have to buy a
7. How did you
8. Mother has
rolls at the bake shop.
to fall in the puddle?
a letter to Grandmother inviting
her to visit us.
love to watch circus parades.
as many people as10. On Halloween I try to
I can.
..
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LESSOR 19
PRACTICE WITH en AS A FINAL SOUND
Write the missing word on the blank line.
broke broken
1. Tommy dropped the dish and it* Mother told
him to sweep up the pieces*
fright frighten
2. The big dog gave me a when he barked. I
wish he would be quiet and not me.
froze frozen
3. The lake over during the night. I think
it is hard enough to skate on.
gold golden
4. The fairy has yellow hair. It Is the color of
•
We can say that she has hair.
stole stolen
The horse has been from the barn. Would
you know who it?
wood wooden
6. Children in a land far away wear shoes made of
.
It must be funny to wear shoes.
s traight s traighten
7. Will you please help to the chairs % The
room will look neater if the chairs are in
rows •
QL -
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LESSON 19 (cont#)
wide
Our street is not
to pass through,
it.
widen
enough for many cars
The workmen are going to
.... d
. m. i
.
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LESSON 20
PRACTICE WITH en AS A FINAL SOUND
“Here are some words that you can read,
to each one and make sane new words,
word on the blackboard,”
Write on the board:
black hard
eat soft
fast bright
fresh dark
beat less
Let*s add en
You may write your new
short sick
smart silk
deep straight
quick sweet
rough thick
-'
.
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LESSON 21
PRACTICE WITH en AS A FINAL SOUND
Add en to each of these words to make a new word. Write
the new word in the sentence where it belongs.
fall rough
quick sick
soft hard
fast thick
sweet black
1, Put the chocolate on the stove to it,
2, The baby bird has from the branch of
the tree,
3, Mother will mix flour with the sauce to it,
4, We use sugar to our food,
5, The workman used sandpaper to the board,
6, Eating too much candy will you,
7, Before we can eat the ice cream, we must wait for
it to ,
8, The soldiers their step to keep in time
to the music,
9, Mother is too tired to the stove today.
Jack will the bell around his dog’s neck.10 ,
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LESSON 22
REVIEW OF ch. er. le. en AS FINAL SOUNDS
Each word below has a little word with something added.
Find the little word to which something was added and write
it on the line.
handle hand
golden
<
nearer
peach
_
corner
faster
rattle
butter
sandwich
hammer
stolen
bubble
winter
riddle
louder
driver
match
chatter
broken
teacher
rooster
branch
hitch
pitcher
needle
sweeter
straighten
pinch
quicker
soften

LESSON 23
REVIEW OF ch. cr. le. en AS FINAL SOUNDS
Draw a line from each word In the column on the left to
the word in the column on the right that is made from it.
Draw a circle around the part that has been added.
chick patch hard cracker
pat corner tink tinkle
corn handle would hunter
gold chicken hunt harder
hand golden crack wouldn’t
fright farmer ran handle
help teach hand hatch
cat catch have ranch
farm frighten in haven * t
tea helper hat Inch
pea
spark
bun
wood
bub
bunch
peach
sparkle
bubble
wooden

LESSON 24
REVIEW OF er, le. en A S FINAL SOUNDS
"l*m going to say some words that end with sounds with
which we have been working. Listen carefully to the final
sound of each word. After I say the word, you tell the sound
you hear at the end of it.”
Dictate
"supper master middle sudden twinkle
double cover dozen often better
rattle kitchen garden tower kettle"
"Fold your paper into three columns. At the top of the
first column write er. Write le at the top of the second
column and write en at the top of the third column. Look at
the words on the board. Write each one in the column where
it belongs."
Write on the board:
letter bother castle eleven
double trouble even tumble
cover often weather eager
twinkle happen sudden candle
seven smile temper silver
whistle whisper kitten hole
.• loi-.'V*
.
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LESSON 25
LISTENING FOR ah AS A FINAL SPUN
D
"I am going to say some words that begin with sh (sound).
I'll write them on the board and I want you to say them after
me •
Dictate and write on the board:
"shadow, sheep, shining, shoe, share"
Have individuals encircle the sh in each word.
"Now listen to these words and see if you can hear the sh
at the end of the words. I'll write them on the board and you
repeat them after me."
Dictate and write on the board:
"fish, wash, dish, brush, splash"
"Did you hear the sh (sound) at the end of each word?"
Have different children draw a circle around the sh at
the end of each word.
"Can you think of some other words that end with sh (sound
Have individuals give words and write thnm on the board.
"Let's play a game with words that begin or end with sh
(sound). I'll start and if my word begins with sh (sound),
yours must end with it. If I say ship , you could say hush .
I
Remember your word must end the way mine begins. Shake."
.
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LESSON 26
LISTENING FOR sh AS A FINAL SOUND
"Let*s listen carefully to the words I ara going to say.
See if you can hear sh (sound) at the end of each word. If
you do not hear sh (sound) at the end of a word, clap your
hands •”
Dictate
:
fish flash splash short brush
wish fresh shovel thresh hush
steam brush finish foolish dish
push flush rush shoulder crush
wishes dish swish wash fisherman'
“Sometimes we hear sh (sound) at the beginning of words
and sometimes at the end, Let*s take a piece of paper. Fold
it in two columns and number your lines from 1 to 10, If you
hear a word that begins with sh (sound), write sh in the first
column. If the word ends with sh (sound), write sh in the
second column. Ready?”
Sample Paper
"1. shoulder 1 • sh ’
i
2. fresh 2. »
f
sh
3. finish 3. »
t
sh
4. brush 4. » sh
5. shadow 5. sh
r»
. *
<- > i
.
.
.
»
,
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*
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LESS 08 26 (coat)
6. foolish
Magpie ?apcr
6« * sh
•
7. hush 7. * sh
«
S* shelf Bm sh »
t
3. shovel 9. sh t
y
10. splssh" 10, * sh
m
(oont.)
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XJSSSOK 27
PB-'CTICK iMTH sh AS A FI"A£ SOtJHP
Here ere some words that have sh at the end* Write each
one in the sentence where it belongs*
splash push fish
fresh dish brush
flash foolish hush
finish wash wish
1* Try not to the water on the others*
2* 1 that every wish I make would come true.
3* Children should play outdoors in the air*
4* Do vou always your work?
5* Take the light down cellar with you*
6. The cookies are in the flat •
7* Did you see the big that Father caught?
8* To keep rs? hair neat, I
9* I watched the circus man
10. We must be careful not to
it each morning*
the animal cages*
in line*
71
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LESSON 28
PRACTICE WITH sh AS A FINAL SOUND
Pick out the right word and write it on the blank line#
1# Mother is going to the clothes today.
wish, wash, hush
2. Try not to the water.
shovel, spTask, flash
3. Put the in the middle of the table.
wish, wash, dish
4.
The boy gave the donkey a to try to make him
push, husk, shut
move
5. Do you know where my light is?
splash, wash, flash
6. The hoy did not mind his mother.
finish, foolish, shelf
7.
The large crowd of people tried to through
rush, hush, brush
the door#
8. l Stop that noise or you’ll wake the baby.
fresh, push, hush
9. The workmen will the fence today.
finish, fresh, brush
10.
Mother sent me to buy a dozen of eggs.
fresh, brush, fish

LESSON 29
LISTENING FOR ck AS A FINAL SOUND
"I am going to say some words that end with ck (sound),
I f ll write them on the board and I want you to repeat them
after me. Listen carefully for the ck (sound) at the end of
each word,”
Dictate and write on the board:
"thick, struck, knock, sick, back, duck"
"Did you hear the ck (sound) at the end of each word?"
Have individual children draw a circle around the ck at
the end of each word,
"Can you think of some words that end with the same sound
as kick, crack, rock? 1*11 write them on the board as you
tell them to me,"
"Here are some riddles. The answers are all words that
end with ck (sound). I 1 !! write the answers on the board as
you tell them to me,"
"Something that tells time," clock
"The sound a duck makes." quack
"The part of your body that holds up
your head." neck
"A word that means in a hurry," quick
"The name of a color." black
"An animal that says *quack, quack*." duck
"A stone." rock
"A Joke we can play on our friends." trick

LESSON 30
LISTENING FOR ck AS A FINAL MOUND
"Let’s listen carefully to these words that end with
ck (sound) that we learned yesterday
Dictate
"luck, whack, deck, duck, stick"
"Did you hear the ck (sound) at the end of each word?
I’m going to say then again and you repeat then after me*"
"Now I’m going to say some more words. If you hear one
that does not end with ck (sound), clap your hands. Listen
carefully."
Dictate
'neck quack quick kill speck
clock trick rock Jacket kick
duck back cracker flock black
deck nickel pack rock peck
whack o’clock knock chicken sick
pick slick quicker thick struck
pocket kick nick stick crack
chuck struck truck struggle slack n
*•
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LESSON ^1
PRACTICE WITH ck AS A FINAL SOUND
Buying Balloons
Make 48 circles, each 5 Inches In diameter, from colored
construction paper. These are to represent balloons. Write
each word listed below on 2 circles.
back duck o f clock rock
black flock pack sick
brick kick peck s truck
clock knock pick thick
crack luck quack trick
deck neck quick whack
Say
"Who can get the largest bunch of balloons? If you
can say the word on the balloon, you may have It to add to
your bunch. 'Whoever gets the most balloons maybe the balloon
man next."
,.
.
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LESSON 32
PRACTICE WITH ck AS A FINAL SOUND
Here are some puzzles for you to do*
b 1 a s t
b 1 a
t r u n k
t r u J
c h e s t
c h e
t h i n
t h i
Change the last two letters and make
what trains ride on.
Change the last two letters and make
the name of something that tells time.
Change the last two letters and get a
word that means hit.
Change the last two letters and get
tiie name of something used in making
buildings
•
Change the last two letters and get a
color.
Change the last two letters and get a
kind of automobile.
4
Change the last two letters and get a
word that tells what we do to our
number papers.
Change the last two letters and get a
word that Is the opposite of thin.

LESSOK 32 (cont.)
Change the last two letters and get the
name of a sound#
,ti
I' \m
IESSON 33
PRACTICE WITH ck AS A FINAL SOUND
Pick out the word that belongs in each sentence and
write it on the blank line*
1* The kitten climbed up on the dog's
.
black, pack, back
2. The giraffe has a longer than other animals*
deck, neck, sick
3. Mother's best dish has a in it*
crack, pack, cracker
4* The little bird will at the bark of the
peck, neck, trick
tree to catch some bugs to eat*
5* We set the picnic basket on a in the shade
rock, clock, deck
of a tree*
6. See the of birds flying in the sky.
clock, flock, brick
7* Tommy the tree with his bicycle*
struck, knock, brick
8* Our new book is not very •
quick, sick, thick
9* Did you on the door?
quack, knock, flock
10. The engine traveled along the
.
trick, truck, track
>3

LESSON 34
LISTENING FOR nt AS A FINAL SOUND
"Tell me the last sound that you hear in napkin , ocean .
mean, lesson *”
"What sound do you hear at the end of least , moment .
Interest
,
roast ?"
"Sometimes the n (sound) and the t (sound) come together
at the end of a word. Listen for the nt (sound) at the end
of these words,"
Dictate and write on the hoard:
"aunt, point, agent, front, giant, amount,
meant, print, different, paint"
"Did you hear the. nt (sound) at the end of each word?"
Have individuals encircle the nt at the end of each word.
"Can you think of some words that end with nt (sound)?
1*11 write them on the hoard as you tell them to me,”
"Let^ play a game with words ending in nt (sound). Stand
up. I*m going to say some words. Every time you hear one that
ends in nt (sound), clap your hands. If you clap for any other
sound except nt (sound) at the end, you must sit down. Listen
carefully. Clap when you hear nt (sound) at the end of a word."
"shoulder, cent
.
agent
, hunt , wonderful, heavy,
general, different , count , person, grocer, present .
flight, merchant
,
another, pound, point , frighten,
hunter, absent
,
moment, gasoline, count, onions, rhyme,
protect, pleasant , meant , would^t . splendid."

P —— :
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IESSON 35
PRACTICE WITH nt AS A PI3SAL FOQ iD
f
1
-wfrZm -af.-TTrT
^ ^ | * .
"Yesterday we listened for words that ended with nt
* (sound)* «e hear nt (sound) at the end of these words*"
Dictate
»
went, print, moment, amount, paint
"Did you hear nt (sound) at the end of each word?"
1 "Can you think of some words that end with nt (sound)?"
. 1
"Would you like to play a game with words that end in
nt (sound)?"
"Let*s see who can blow the most bubbles*"
Directions for Blowing
Bubbles
iiake 66 circles, each one inch in diameter, from colored
I
construction paper to represent bubbles* The teacher has a
piece of oaktag on which is pasted a bubble pipe* Each child
draws one circle at a time from the envelope* jS he can say
the word, he nay place the circle on the oaktag. He arranges
his circles as if they are bubbles being blown from the pipe*
This game is best adapted to small groups, end it my be pleycx1
with a pupil teacher*
to
szri
r.
USSiS OH 35 (cont •
)
Write each word listed below on two circles:
absent elephant plant
agent front pleasant
amount giant point
aunt grunt present
can’t haven’t print
cent hunt sent
count isn’t tent
didn’t meant wasn’t
different merchant went
disappoint moment won’t
doesn’t paint wouldn’t

LESSON 36
PRACTICE WITH nt AS A FINAL SOUND
Read this little rhyme and see if you can write the
answers to the questions below.
% aunt paid a cent
To take me into the tent
To see a giant
And a big elephant.
She said, "LookJ Oh see!”
And before I could count
One, two, three.
The elephant was right in
front of me.
Who went into the tent?
How much did it cost to enter the tent?
What did we go to see?
Where did we go to see the giant and the elephant?
How near was the elephant to me?
Write all the words in the rhyme that end in nt.

Lf.SSOW 37
PRACTIC,.. WITH nt AS A FIKAL 80WKD
Here are some questions* All of the answers are words
which end in nt* The words are at the bottom of the page*
See if you can find the correct word to answer each question
and write it on the line beside it*
!
Can you find
1* The name of a huge animal?
a
2# A word that means a minute?
3* The name of & piece of money?
4* The name of somebody X like to visit?
5* The name of a huge, : ake-believe person?
6* Something that grows?
7* Something we use to make pretty colors?
8* A word that means the opposite of back?
____
9* A word that tells things are not the same?
10. A word that Is the name of a sound some
animals make?
cent count moment
grunt elephant paint
absent aunt different
plant giant front
.e=
c
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LESS Oii 38
REVM OF ck„ sh. nt AS FINAL r QUIPS
*Today*s words end with sounds with which we have been
working. I fm going to say some words. You tell me the sound
you hear at the end of each word. Listen carefully."
Dictate
"meant lock wash duck count
foolish quick splash point print
push whack block flash plant"
"Fold your paper into three columns. At the top of the
first column write ck. ft rite sh at the top of the second
column and write nt at the top of the third column. Look at
the words on the board, ftrite each one in the column where
it belongs •*
Write on the board:
quick paint agent plant
amount trick brush push
meant count knock flash
thick print wash brick
point dish crack rush
• •
« .
4
.
4
*
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LESSOR 39
:i:vnx OF ah. ck. at; AS FIKAL SOU UPS
'
"Todays words end with sounds with which wo have been
working. I will say some words and you tell me the final
sound you hear in each word. After I say the word, you say
sound you hear at the end.
thick fish struck meant flash
whack count paint thresh knock
merchants luck brush peck point'
Draw a diamond on the board with "dish" at first base,
"went" at second base, and "pick" at third base.
^ ee
'
diagram below.)
"Let’s play baseball with words that end with these same
sounds. We will have two teams. Which team will make the
most horse runs? To make a home run, you must say a word that
ends with the same sound as the word on each base. I’ll make
the first home run. Push, hunt, rock and I’m home. Remember,
your word must end with the same sound as the word on the
. hbase."

LESSON 40
REVIEW OF 3h. ck. nt AS FINAL SOUNDS
"Today’s words end with sounds with which we have heen
working. I’m going to say some words. Listen for the final
sound of each word. After I say the word, you say the sound
that you hear at the end."
Dictate
"fresh, sick, hush, agent, struck,
amount, can’t, thick, push, giant"
Write the words in each row that end the same as the
first word.
1
fish wash rush such dish sheep
aunt trick pleasant turn point sent
clock pilot which cloud duck back
went pound sign hunt plant different
flash push foolish hush sunshine taresh
I*
black palace pick brick crack spend
hunt grunt won’t sound rough disappoint
neck jacket quick deck protect flock
wish brush shadow wash finish should
kick luck knock pack peach rock
II
cent agent spring count sent didn’t
• .
.
.
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LESSON 41
REVIEW OF ch. er, le. en t sh. ck. nt AS FINAL SOUNDS
Write these sounds on the board:
ch er le en sh ck nt
Divide the class into two teams,
"Today we fre going to play a game with the sounds I
have written on the board, I fm going to say some words.
Listen carefully to the sound at the end of each word. Come
up to the blackboard and frame the sound that you hear at the
end of my word. If you can give another word that ends with
the same sound, you will have one point for your team.”
After having played the game for five minutes, pass out
the paper,
"Number the lines on your paper from one to twenty, I*m
going to say some words that end with the sounds I have on
!i
the board. Listen to the final sound of each word. Write on
your paper the sound that you hear at the end of each word.
If I say ’’hush 1
,
what will you write on your paper?"
"Ready, now
—
1. brush 6, wonder
2. happen 7. which
3, disappoint 8, quick
4. even 9, tumble
5. possible 10, much

USSSON 41 (cont.)
11. leader
12. double
13
•
push
14. present
15. sick
16.
print
17 • such
18. flock
19. children
20
.
flash”

LESSON 42
REVIEW OP ch, er, le, en, ck, sh, nt
AS FINAL SOUNDS
In each row find a word that ends the same way as the
first word. Write the two words that end the same way on
your paper.
rubber
puddle
absent
when
quick
foolish
porch
wonder
merchant
frozen
castle
crack
finish
reach
present
treasure, cupboard, anywhere, together , air
built, belong, trouble, golden, final
hunter, moment , finger, eleven, napkin
twin, happened, pennies, drum, listen
nickel, jacket, knock , watch, travel
thresh , shoes, fishing, stretch, temper
pitcher, stitch
,
thresh, written, machine
wonderful, number
.
splendid, quiet, sorry
riddle, rang, sight, different , stand
silver, written , wrong, trousers, freeze
squirrel, donkey, climbed, towel, possible
cracker, wicked, struck
,
package, kitchen
splash , finished, church, shore. Island
chimney, march, smooth, butcher, machine
disappoint , captain, exciting, wishes, twinkle



WORD LIST
This list contains the words, with their repetitions,
from the Core Vocabulary as they have appeared in the
exercises presented in this study*
a 58 around 1 been 1
able 1 as 9 before 2
absent 3 at 6 believe 1
across 1 ate 1 bell 2
air 1 aunt 6 belong 1
airplane 1 automobile 4 bench 2
agent 4 away 2 best 1
all 2 better 1
almost 1 baby 4 bicycle 1
along 4 back 6 big 4
always 1 ball 2 Bill 2
am 2 barber 2 bird 5
amount 3 bark 1 birthday 1
an 1 barked 1 bite 1
and 20 barn 2 black 10
animal 5 basket 1 bloom 1
answer 1 be 4 board 1
anywhere 1 beat 1 book 1
apple 2 beautiful 1 bother 1
are 7 because 2 boy 4
f

—* - — - =
li
box 1 castle 3 clouds 1
branch 6 cat 3 cold 2
brick 5 catch 3 colder 2
bright 2 caught 1 color 4
ii
bring
broken
2 cellar 1 come 1
ii
3 cent 4 cookies 1
brush 7 chain 1 cool 1
bubble 5 chair 4 corn 2
bugs 2 chance 1 corner 3
«
buildings 2 change 9 cost 1
built 2 chatter 4 could 1
bunch 2 cheese 1 count 5
burn 1 chest 2 cover 2
butcher 2 chicken 5 crack 9
i
butter 1 chief 1 cracker 4
.
buy
1
2 child 1 crawl 3
i
children 7 crowd 1
i
cage 1 chimney 1 cupboard 1
can 13 choose 1 cut 1
candle 4 church 2
candy 1 circus 2 dark 1
can’t 1 clean 2 day 1 i
captain 1 climbed 4 deck 4
i# \car 1 clock 6 deep 1
carefully 3 cloth 1 did 8
|
carrot 1 clothes 2 didn’t 3
,
!
r
: Z.
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different 5 egg 2 finger 3
dime 1 elephant 6 finish 5
dinner 1 eleven 4 finished 1
disappoint 3 elf 1 fire 1
dish 8 end 1 fish 4
do 3 engine 1 fishing 1
doesn’t 1 enough 3 flash 5
dog 6 even 3 flat 1
donkey 2 ever 1 flock 4
don’t 1 every 1 flour 1
door 2 exciting 1 flower 1
double 3 flying 1
down 2 fair 1 follow 1
dozen 4 fall 2 foolish 4
dream 1 far 2 for 5
dress 3 farm 1 freeze 1
drive 2 farmer 1 fresh 5
driver 2 fast 3 friends 1
drop 1 faster 3 frighten 3
duck 4 fa ther 3 from 2
during 2 feather 1 front 4
fence 1 frozen 2
each 3 field 1 fruit 1
eager 1 fight 1 full 1
Easter 1 finally 1 funny 2
eat 5 find 4
I
..
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game 1 hands 3 huge 2
garden 3 happen 4 hunt 5
• gave 3 happened 1 hunter 2
get 10 hard 4 hurt 1
'{]
giant 5 harder 2 hush 6
!
£irl 1 has 7
V
i! go 4 hat 2 I 22
gobble 2 hatch 2 ice 2
going 7 have 5 ice cream 1
gold 2 haven *t 2 if 3
golden 5 he 6 I *m 1
good 4 help 3 in 27
grandfather 1 helper 2 inch 2
t
grandmother 1 hen 1 into 4
grocer 1 her 3 is 21
grocery 1 hiding 1 island 1
ground 1 high 3 isn* t 2
i
grow 1 him 3 it 15
grunt 3 his 7 it*s 1
' guess 1 hit 3
hole 1 Jack 2
had 1 home 1 jacket 2
hair 4 horse 1 joke 1
)
flail owe *en 2 house 1 jump 2
hammer 2 how 4
> handle 5 however 1 keep 2
. K
-
•» I
:
kettle 2 long 1 mend 1
kick 2 longer 2 merchant 2
kind 3 look 2 messenger 1
kitchen 3 loud 1 middle 1
kitten 5 louder 2 mind 1
knock 8 lovely 2 Mnute 1
know 3 luck 2 mix 1
lunch 5 moment 3
ladde r 1 money 2
lady 1 machinei 3 more 1
lakes 1 made 2 morning 1
lamb 1 make 10 mother 16
land 1 man 2 move 1
large 2 many 4 much 5
lost 8 maple 2 music 1
lead 1 marble 1 must 4
leader 1 march 3 my 12
leather 2 mark 1
leave 1
!»
Mary 1 nail 1
less 1 master 2 name 13
let 3 match 2 Nancy 1
letter 11 me 10 napkin 1
light 4 mean 5 near 1
like 2 meant 3 nearer 1
listen 4 melt 1 neck 6
little 5 men 2 need 3
*:
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nest 1 pack 4 pitcher 3
new 4 package 1 place 1
newspaper 1 paid 1 plant 5
nice 1 paint 4 play 3
nickel 2 palace 1 pleasant 3
night 1 paper 2 please 2
noise 3 parade 3 point 4
noon 1 part 2 pointed 1
not 11 party 2 pond 1
number 3 pass 1 porch 4
patch 2 possible 4
obey 3 pea 1 pound 2
o’clock 1 peach 7 present 2
of 43 peck 2 pretty 1
often 2 pennies 1 print 4
oh 1 penny 1 proper 1
on 22 people 6 protect 1
one 1 person 1 puddle 2
or 1 pets 1 push 5
order 1 pick 7 put 4
other 3 picked 1 puzzle 1
our 5 picnic 2
outdoors 1 piece 4 quack 3
oven 2 pilot 1 quart 1
over 2 pin 3 queer 1

quick 10 said 2 shoulder 3
quiet 3 same
sand
1
1
shovel
shut
1
1
ran 1 sandwich 3 sick 6
ranch 3 sat 1 sight 1
rang 1 sauce 1 sign 1
rattle 2 say 1 silk 1
reach 2 school 2 silver 3
rhyme 1 scratch 1 sing 2
rich 1 secret 1 sit 4
riddle 3 see 9 sky o*mj
ride 1 sent 4 sleep 1
right 2 set 1 slow 1
river 1 seven 2 slowly 1
rohins 1 shadow 2 smart 2
rock 4 she 2 smilo 2
roll 1 sheep 2 smiled 1
room 1 shelf 1 smooth 1
rooster 2 shining 1 snow 1
rope 1 shoes 5 so 2
rough 3 shop 1 soft 3
rubber 1 shore 2 some 2
rule 1 short 1 something 8
run 2 shorter 1 sorry 2
rush 3 should 2 sound 4
cc
.
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sparkle 3 table 1 tired 1
*
spend 1 take 2 to 64
I
splash 5 talk 1 today 4
speak 1 tall 1 together 2
splendid 1 teach 2 told 2
spring 1 teacher 2 Tom 3
squirrel 2 tell 4 too 2
s tend 1 temper 3 touch 1
start 3 tent 4 towel 2
i
step 1 than 7 toys 1
stile 1 that 23 train 1
stitch 3 the 170 travel 4
stolen 3 their 2 treasure 2
stop 1 them 1 tree 10
stories 1 then 1 trick 8
straight 6 there 1 tried 1
i
|
street 1 they 1 trouble 4
s tre tch 2 thick 8 trousers 3
struck 4 things 2 truck 3
i
such 1 think 4 true 1
sudden 3 this 1 trunk 1
summer 2 three 1 tumble 2
•
sun 1 thresh 3 turn 1
sunshine 1 through 3 turtle 2
surprise 1 tine 4 twinkle 3 ’
#
sweet 4 tinkle 4 twins 1

89
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1
two 10 were 1 write 7
whack 1 written 3
*
uncle 2 what 4 wrong 1
under 1 when 3
up 4 where 4 yard 1
us 3 which 3 yellow 2
use 4 whisper 2 yesterday 1 ! i
whistle 4 you 21
vegetable 2 who 2 you’ll 1
very 1 wicked 1 your 3 H
visit 3 wide 2
will 22
wait 1 winter 1
wake 1 wish 7
walk 1 witch 2
was 4 with 7
wasn’t 1 wonder 1
i
wash 8 wonderful 1
watch 4 won’t 2
water 2 wooden 2
way 3 woods 3 1
!
:
we 15 word 10
i
;
% wear 3 work 5
*
1
weather 5 would 5
,3
went 4 wouldn’t 2
!
-
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IHTBODUCTIOXI
The purpose of this study is to develop exercises
for improving visual and auditory discrimination in
Grade 3*
The exercises will give practice in the following
endings; ed, ies, ing, ly, s, est, ry.
The words are taken from the Boston University
Educational Clinic Primary Word List, and a supplemen-
tary list of words which occur three or more times in
commonly used basal systems.
.*
.
WAYS OP USING
Variation is important, thus the following ways
have been used to make the program more flexible.
Blackboard exercises
Audience reading lessons
Cross word puzzles
Contests with classmates
Auditory exercises
Listening exercises
Games for individuals
Written exercises
-..
'
The following words are the words on the third grade
list, arranged according to endings.
ed n.
arrived owed angry
barked picked dry
belonged pointed every
climbed smiled factory
closed started February
creaked stayed furry
cried tired grocery
crooked turned January
danced waded marry
darted walked sorry
decided wicked worry
delighted
fed
finished
followed
gathered ies est
happened cookies biggest
indeed ladies chest
jolted pennies interest
jumped stories nest
lived west
married
•- i.
...
;
•
.
•
•
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The following words aro the words on the third grade
list, arranged according to endings.
ng|W iz £
among carefully across Indians
bang early address keys
belong easily always kiss
during exactly apple s lakes
exciting finally bless less
flapping fly brass onions
greeting hardly branches outdoors
hung July buildings pennies
looking lonely business playthings
lying lovely candle s rivers
moving silly class robins
nothing slowly cross spots
plaything really dishes tears
pudding reply farmers themselves
spring ugly friends things
string wooly frogs toothless
swing glass toss
thing gloves unless
willing greetings whips
wishing gulls
wrong hands
heels
..
,
mm
The words used from the basal list with the number
of repetitions follows.
29
1
a
able
1 ate 1
1
Bobby
both
3 across 7 baby 1 box
k add 5 babies 1 boy
2 address 2 bang 1 branches
2 after 1 bank 1 bread
1 afternoon 9 barked 1 brother
1 again I4. be 1 buildings
k all 3 been 1 but
1
2
already
among
1 before
1 began
1 by
3 an 2 begin 2 called
19 and Ij. belong 6 can
2 angry 8 belonged 3 candles
2 any 2 beside 1 candy
1 anything 1 best 9 carefully
3 apples 1 Betty 1 caught
7 are 2 between 2 change
8 arrived 1 bicycle 6 chest
£ around £ biggest 1 children
£ as 2 Billy 1 choose
1 asked 1 bird 1 city
5 at 1 bliss 5 class
.'
c
r
2 climbed
7 climbed
11 closed
2 coming
1 continue
7 cookies
1 copy
9 creaked
3 cried
1 cries
7 crooked
2 cross
1 cry
1 dance
9 danced
12 darted
1 day
11 decided
13 delighted
2 directions
3 dishes
l\. do
2 does
£ dog
don* t 1 feed
door 6 finally
down 7 find
draw 1 finish
dress 10 finished
dry 5 first
during 2 fishing
dust 1
1
fit
fine
each 5 flapping
early l floor
easily l flour
eat 8 fly
else 1 flying
end 3 follow
every 9 followed
exactly 1 foot
exciting 2
1
for
found
factory k friends
fall 2 friendly
family 3 from
farmers 3 frog
February 2 funny
fed 1 furry
1
2
3
6
6
3
8
1
U*
7
6
1
1
10
3
5
5
k
l
3
2
2
3
Qc
3 gathered 2 here 8 July
1 garden 1 high 1 jump
2 girl 3 him 7 jumped
k glass 1 himself 1 just
3 gloves 7 his
2 going 1 home 1 keys
1 got 1 house 1 kiss
1 great 1 how 1 kitten
k greeting 3 hung 1 kitty
k grocery k know
3 gulls 1 I
9 if 6 ladies
had 23 in lady
2 hands k indeed 3 lakes
5 happened 3 Indians 1 last
ll hardly
I
5 interest 1 late
l has 10 is 2 laughed
8 have 1 islands 1 leader
15 he 7 it 1 less
1 head 1 it*s 1 lesson
1 hear 2 light
2 heels 2 Jack 6 like
1 help 1 January l little
1 helping 2 Jolly k lived
5 her 11 jolted 1 lock

5 lonely 1
5 long 2
1 longer k
2 look k-
1 looked 2
5 looking 1
3 lovely k
2 lying 3
1
1 made
9 make
1
3 man 34
2 many 1
3 mark 12
2 marry 16
3 married 2
1 master 7
1 matter
I4. mean 2
1 money 1
Ij. more 1
1 morning 1
1 Mother 5
1 mountain
2 moving
1
name 1 painted
Nancy 1 paper
nest 1 part
next 3 party
new 5 pennies
no 3 penny
not 1 people
nothing 1 pick
now 10 picked
number 1 place
of
1
1
plain
plant
often 2 play
on k played
one 7 plaything
onions 8 pointed
only k pony
or 1 practice
order 1 proper
other 3 put
out 3 pudding
outdoors 1 push
owed
own 2 quickly
iL
V~
1ran 6
5 read 1
1 real 1
It really 1
2 red 1
2 remember 1
8 reply 2
2 rest 6
1 riding 1
It right 2
*t ring 7
3 river 7
3 robins 1
1 running 2
7
1 sad 1
1 said It
5 same * 10
1 sang 1
1 Saturday 6
2 saw 7
3 say £
3 school 1
1 scratch 1
7 see 2
she 7 stories
sing 5 story
shining It street
short 3 string
should 1 study
shut 2 suddenly
silk 1 Sue
silly 1 sure
sky 2 surely
slow 1 sweet
slowly It swing
smiled
so 1 take
some 1 tears
something 2 Teddy
sometime 1 tell
sorry 1 ten
sound It than
spots 32 that
spring 116 the
started 5 them
stayed 1 themselves
stick 1 then
stopped It there
store 12 these
••
'
6 they 3 up 3 willing
1 thick 1 use 3 wishing
3 things 10 with
7 this 2 very 1 woods
1 those k wooly
1 three 3 waded ko word
2 through 1 waked 38 words
1 tie k walk 5 work
11 Tim 18 walked 2 working
2 time k want 3 worry
4 tired 7 wanted 1 would
36 to was 22 write
1 together 1 watch 3 written
1 told 7 we k wrong
1 too 5 were 3 wrote
2 toss 4. west 1 year
3 toward i wet 1 yellow
2 tried 2 what 12 you
1 turn 5 when 3 your
5 turned 3 where 3 yourself
2 two 6 which
1 while
6 ugly 1 whip
3 under 3 wicked
2 unless 1 will
r°
'
Exercise I -
ed
Pass out a sheet of paper to each child.
Oral directions :
Draw two lines on your paper so as to divide it into
three parts. On top of the first column put nt", on top
of the second column put ”dM and on top of the last
column put ”ed”.
Today we are going to listen to words and see if we
can hear the sound of t, d, or ed in them. In the word
creaked, what sound do you hear on the end? Under which
letter would we put it? Yes, you may put creaked in the
column that has wt n at the top.
Listen to these words and see if you can put each
word under the correct letter sound.
Words to be dictated : O vV
ere alee d delighted walked
arrived jolted barked
darted belonged crooked
danceddecided waded
‘ • .
. It'
.
.
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Exercise II
ed
Pass out work sheets which have the following words.
creaked indeed jumped wicked
arrived smiled creaked tired
darted happened closed turned
crooked followed married started
barked walked decided picked
walked stayed delighted cried
danced lived owed gathered
Oral directions :
cd has three sounds. What are they? Yes, "ed",
"t" and "d". Listen and see which sou|d you hear on the
-r" tir
end of the word walked, (t) Look through the words on
your paper and underline each word that ends with the
samo sound of "ed" as you heard in walked.
What sound do you hear on the end of the word
closed? (d) Look through the words on your paper and draw
a circle around the words that have endings that have the
same ending sound as closed.
There are several words left. What does the od say
on the end of these words? (ed)
'.
r f '
.
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*
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Exercise III
ed
The following lists are on the board.
A. B.
decided pushed
closed settled
jolted shut
started ended
finished began
wanted
Oral directions ;
Look at these words. Let us say them.
Copy these two columns on your paper then read the
words to yourself.
What is the first word in column A?
Look in column B and see if you can find a word
that means the same as decided. Yes, it is the word
settled.
Continue and find the meanings to the other words
in column A and draw a line between the two words that
have the same meaning.
.*-*• *•
I
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Exercise IV
i4-
ed
Have the following words on work sheets for the class,
darted
belonged
delighted
finished
gathered
jolted
pointed
laughed
wanted
walked
picked
Oral directions :
Write waited on your paper.
Gross off the ed. 7/hat word have you left? Say the
words In the list to yourself. How let*s look at the
first word, darted. What word can you see there?
Onderline it. What ending is added to the root word?
I^ead the list of words to yourself and underline all the
root words.
Copy the root words on the right of the word to which
it belongs.
For added oral practice, have the class, say the root
word and then add ed or the ing endings.
^
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Exercise V
ed and ing
Have the following words on the board.
Jolted laughing
belonging picking
darted pointed
delighted laughed
darting walking
gathered waited
belonged walked
finished picked
pointing played
Oral directions :
Today let us read these words thinking about the
endings. When we 3ay them be sure that we can hear the
ing and ed sound.
As you say the word, you may underline the ending
with chalk. John, may say the first word and underline
the ending. What part is not underlined? Who can put
the whole word into a sentence?
Continue in the same manner with the rest of the
words
*<
*
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Exercise VI
ed ending on words
Writeen directions on work sheet. "
Write
1. dart
these words with the
Example : count
ed s
ending ed
ed - corn
2. delight ed =
3. gather ed *
ij.. follow ed =
5. climb ed =
•
6. walk ed '
7. pick ed s
5. jump tt©
9, turn ed -
10. finish ed =
11. cross ed -
In the words you wrote, find the word to make each
sentence below correct.
1. We
yellow light.
2, Teddy
3 . Mary
the street when we sa$ the
into the automobile.
Ij.. The dog
5* The class were
her lesson on time,
the boys down the street.
to go to the high mountain.
J «
*
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Exercise VII
Marking Vowels
Written directions.
Here is Tim marking vowels on his words.
He remembers that thero are five vowels.
They are
, , , ,
and A vowel that says its own name is called a long
vowel. We mark the long vowels like this: both use ate
Head these words and mark the long vowels.
arrived finished
belonged gathered
closed indeed
darted jolted
decided married
delighted owed
fed pointed
tired wicked
danced cried
stayed started
3miled lived
climbed picked
walked
.
.. .
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Exercise VIII
ed
Written directions.
After each word add d or ed. If the word ends in
£, add d. If the word does not end in an e, add ed.
arrive follow
belong dance
close climb
creak happen
crook start
dart smile
pointed pick
decide turn
delight stay
finish walk
gather jump
jolt bank
..
.1 - .
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AExercise IX
ed
Have these words on the board.
belonged finished wicked happened
creaked gathered followed walked
crooked jolted danced jumped
darted owed barked smiled
decided pointed climbed started
delighted waded turned
Have the class pronounce the words and note the th
different sounds of ed* Let the pupils tell the word and
the sound of ed. Ask them what the root word was. Let
them sec that if the root word ends in t or d the ed
usually sounds as it does in the word darted.
If the root word ends In k or p the ed usually sounds
like t, as it does In barked.
Go over the words with the class again having them pick
out the root word and tell the sound that the ed has.
..
.
.
Exercise X
ed.
Oral directions :
Kake four columns on your paper. On top of the first
folumn write root, on the top of the second put t, on the
top of the third put d, and on the last one write ed.
Your paper should now look like this
—
root t d ed
Now read the first word on the board to yourself.
Write the root word in the first column. Put a x under
the sound ending that word has on the board. What is the
root of the first word finished? What shall we write in
the first column? Where shall we put out check? Now see
if you can put all of these words in the right column.
These are the words , on the board.
finished danced picked pointed
started darted delighted owed
smiled followed creaked
1
crooked
turned wicked belonged jolted
jumped waded walked gathered
barked stayed happened climbed
j When the children have finished the exercise, have
the papers corrected with the class. Have the children
.c
.
4
.
.
.
.
.
say the words aloud, listen for the sound and then check
their papers.
. r
’
Exercise XI
ed
Written directions.
Find the word from the list below that will fit in
the sentence. Write the word in the sentence.
lived pointed smiled belonged
followed barked jumped fed
picked walked followed tried
Tim and Nancy the man down the
street. The man to the place where he
and
toward them. The dog
greet Nancy. She
as he saw his dog coming
and up to
him up and
toward the house. Tim
put the dog where he
and helped her
• They wanted
to feed him, but his master said he had already been
'Y
•<0 Correct the exercise with the class. When they have
finished, have the children read their answers orally.
I.-"''.*
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Exercise XII
Testing the childrens ear for ed sounds
Directions for the teacher :
Pass four slips of cardboard to each member of the
class. Each child writes with crayon on top of the slip
<*
the sound he is going to listen for. The cards are placed
on the desks in front of the children.
j
ed
—
d 3 t
L 1
Say the sounds to the pupils. Have them say the
sounds. Have them give you words that they know that end
in these sounds. Then give a word and ask the pupils to
hold up the card bearing the sound contained in the given
word. This gives independent thinking and good ear train-
ing. If the child holds up the wrong card, repeat the
word and ask him to listen again.
List of words to be dictated.
arrived indeed tired started
belonged jolted barked asked
closed married climbed called
creaked owed cried helped
crooked pointed happened looked
darted turned walked played
..
.
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decided waded stayed laughed
fed wicked lived painted
delighted tried picked stopped
finished followed jumped wanted
gathered danced smiled waked
'> Jl : I
^
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Exercise XIII
Being a Pirate
Oral directions :
Have you ever though you would like to be a pirate
and look for hidden treasures? Today we are going to
make believe we are pirates and hunt for words that end
in ed, Here is a paragraph for you to read. When you
find any words that end in ed write them on a slip of
paper. If you can find seven words that end in ed and
can read them, that means you are a successful pirate
and have many treasure words which will help you,
(j) Pass out this mimeographed paragraph.
When the man arrived, the little girl darted toward
the door that creaked. She was delighted to see that her
dress had not swept up the dust that had gathered on the
floor. As she closed the door, she caught her foot on
a crooked stick.
What were the treasure words you found? Let’s say
them and draw a ring around the ed. in each word if it
has the same ed sound as the word started. Now let’s
read the words that you drew the rings around.
Written work.
Copy the words in alphabetical order that have the
rings around them. Copy the words that do not have rings
around them and put in alphabetical order in another column
,
•
.
4
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Exercise XIV
les
Written directions on work sheet.
Learning more about words ending in wles w .
A word which means one person or thing is a singular
word.
A word which means more than one person or thing is
a plural word.
If we want to make a word that ends in y plural, we
change the y to i and add es.
Watch closely to see how these words are written.
Example: baby - babies
Change the y In these words to I and write them
with the ea added,
lady
cooky
story
penny
pony
party
Pronounce the list you have made.
Write one sentence with each plural word you wrote.
..
.
.
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Exercise XV
iea
•/*»
Written directions on work sheet.
Write the word ladies
This word means "more than one”.
Write the word when it moans f6ne
"
Write what happened to the y when es was added.
Make these words mean only "one".
Example
!
ladies - - - lady
cookies
ponie s
pennie s
stories
parties
Write a sentence using each word that you wrote that
meant only "one”.
•.
.
.
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Exercise XVI
ies
Directions for teachers .
Write the following words on the board having the
children say them as they are written,
lady
cooky
penny
story
baby
Oral directions :
Today I have a piece of colored chalk which I am
going to let you use to make words from the list that
you see on the board. To make these words we erase the
y and put i in its place, then we add es.
Who would like to do the first one?
What word did she have first?
What word does she have now?
Is the meaning of the word changed?
*
Tom, will you point to the second word and give a
sentence with it? Jack, will you change the word with
the colored chalk and call upon someone to pronounce it
and give a sentence with it. If they can do it, they may
call on someone to change another word and put it into a
sentence
,.
.
.
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Exercise XVII
ies
List of words on board.
babios pennies
poniescries
ladies stories
cookies parties
Oral directions ;
Look at the lists of words on the board. See if you
can pronounce them to yourselves.
Tom, will you tell us the words in the first column?
Mary may tell us the words in the second column.
James, will you write the word which means only one
beside the word cookies?
ITow we will see if we can write the rest of the words
so we can see what the words were before the ies was
added.
Paul may read the words ending in ies and Lawrence
will tell us the word that it was first.
,c
.
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Exercise XVi.II
lea
Changing Words to Mean More than One .
Have the following words on the board
baby fairy
lady pony
story fly
daisy copy
city country
cooky candy
kitty cherry
party library
pussy dolly
penny lily
daddy family
factory
Oral directions:
LKere are some words.. Let us read them. John, will
you read the first word? Yes, it is baby. If we wanted
to make that word baby show that there was more than one
baby, what should we do? Yes, change the y to i and add
es.^J Will you do that Jane, right beside the word baby?
Let us continue and do the rest of the words in the same
.,
.
-
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Exercise XIX
Finding Key Words
ffi'r'
Written directions.
On each line below write the word to which something
was added to make the word at the left*
Example
:
followed - follow
closed
hardly
finished
tried
ladies
_____
creaked
climbed
_______
friends
stories
frogs
barked
babies
y
Exercise XX
Saying Words that End in ing
Written directions.
One day Tim visited a radio station.
While there, he decided that more than
anything else he wanted to be a radio
announcer. One of the announcers told
Tim that before he got his job he had
to practice in saying words clearly, so
that people, no matter where they were would be able to
tell what he was saying. Tim learned that the endings of
words wore very important in speaking or singing.
Here are some words Tim found that ended in ing . See
if jom can pronounce them.
wishing swing nothing daring
moving string looking thing
exciting spring greeting going
willing plaything flapping helping
coming running jumping fishing
Write ten ouher words in the space below that end in
ing that Tim should know. Say these words to yourself,
yrm* fhrih6r~
Read your list to the class and see if they can hear the ing .
.‘
.
'
'
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Exercise XXI
>3
<yy\
;
Written directions.
ing
Tim is trying to put his words in
alphabetical order. Can you help him?
Make a neat column beside this list.
during
among
belong
thing
greeting
lying
he ing
swing
bang
looking
wrong
wishing
exciting
flapping
pudding
spring
during
nothing
..
.
plaything
string
willing

Exercise XXII
inr;
Sounding ing Game
during lying shining moving
flapping nothing string wishing
thing plaything swing running
greeting pudding willing fishing
looking spring exciting riding
Directions to the teacher.
Words like the above may be on the board. Care should
be used that all in the class can pronounce the words be-
fore the game starts.
Arrange the class in two rows facing each other.
The game begins by the leader of one row asking the
opposite leader a question. Every question and every
answer used should contain at least one word ending with
ing . Each child must pronounce this syllable plainly or
he must drop out of the game. He may get back into the
game by noticing someone elses failure to pronounce the
syllables as plainly as he should. The side wins who has
the most people standing at the end of the given time.
,'•1
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Exercise XXIII
36.
ing
Written directions.
Some of these words have the ing sound at the end.
Say these words to yourself. Draw a circle around the
words that don»t have the ing sound.
among pudding
during spring
flapping string
thing swing
belong fishing
greeting wrong
looking bang
hung moving
lying wishing
nothing exciting
plaything willing
sliding wing
smiling something
Oral work.
1. Glass pronounce the list of words.
2. Correct in class having different children
pronounce the words and the class listen for
the ing sound.
3. Pronounce together the words that have the circle
around them.
.
Exercise XXIV

3 8
to do spring
3. Opposite of right bang
Across wishing
1. Something to play with swing
2. Something to tie around a box during
3. Hhymes with sung wrong
hung
looking
plaything
string
/
.
Exorcise XXV
ing
Written directions.
Draw a line under the word that makes the sentence
correct.
1. The kitten is the of all.
small smaller smallest
2. The story is very
.
excite exciting excited
3. They were during the storm.
worry worried worrying
1j.. The children were in the garden.
work worker working
5. Do not the plant.
planter plant planting.
6 . The baby happily on the floor.
play played playing
••
c
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Exercise XXVI
1J
Oral directions ;
Today we will see how sharp our ears are. Some
people can hear better than others because their hearing
Is better, or because they really listen. XiOt us see how
many words you can hear that have the same sound ending
as the word slowly. Let us all say slowly. What is the
ending sound? What sound are we listoning for?
Every time you hear a word that ends the same as
slowly, put a check on your paper. Listen and be ready to
put your marks down only when the word ends the same as
slowly.
Dictate
:
many chest pony early
loudly worry wooly hardly
sorry reply baby glass
barked hardly lonely slowly
ladies finally February
silly exactly reply really
stories carefully lovely fly
July angry marry class
decided every grocery
ugly easily gulls
...
'
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Exercise XXVII
iy
Pass out paper which has been divided in two columns
to the class.
Oral directions :
On the top of your first column put the word fly . On
top of the second column put the word slowly .
On the board you will find two columns of words. See
if you can sort them out and put all of the words that
sound like fly at the end together and all that sound like
slowly at the end together. Be sure to write them in the
correct column.
Words that are on the board.
easily slowly Billy
exactly early friendly
finally really only
hardly reply quickly
July ugly suddenly
lonely wooly surely
silly carefully jolly
lovely family
« .
•
1!
.
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•
-
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Exercise XXVIII
Rimes
Written directions.
Draw a line under the words that sound like fly.
hardly slowly reply July
silly try ugly finally
sky early really cry
Draw a line under the words that sound like darted
closed red decided belonged
jolted owed led closed
head pointed bread crooked
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Exercise XXIX
iy
Watching our endings.
Written directions.
Draw a line under the words that end like the first
word of each row*
Say all the words to yourself. All of the words do
not sound like the first one. Be careful.
slowly danced closed
many arrived crooked
loudly walked jolted
sorry ere alee d climbed
silly barked delighted
indeed decided
silly July
any easily
baby reply
funny fly
pony ugly
reply hardly
..
*
Exercise XXX
iy
Written directions.
Choose the correct form.
Cross out the one which is wrong,
1, I work (careful) (carefully).
He reads (slow) (slowly),
3, The bird sang ( sweet )( sweetly)
.
ij.. The dog (final) (finally) walked across the street,
5 , Teddy spoke (plain) (plainly).
...
.
•
. ::
r
.
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Exercise XXXI
iy
Written directions.
1. Look through the following words and draw a circle
around all the words that end with the same sound as
fly.
2. Look through the words again and underline every word
that ends with the same sound as the word suddenly.
Be sure you do it just right.
Billy lonely family
easily silly only
slowly lovely quickly
exactly early surely
finally really jolly
hardly reply
friendly ugly
only wooly
July carefully
r.
.
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Exercise XXXII
s
Written directions.
Often when we find an s on the end of a word, wo know
it has boen put there to make the word mean more than one.
Draw a ring around these words and underline the part
of the word that means only one.
Exarrole : keys
*"
address gloves heels
candles kiss toss
class less hands
dishes gulls lakes
glass onions spots
playthings outdoors Indians
farmers rivers apples
frogs unle s s friends
tears robins buildings
woods things pennies
themselves whips
Now take your paper to your class leader and read the
words you have put a ring around.
i
Ii
Exercise XXXIII
To Test Ability to Alphabetize
Written directions.
Find the words that begin with a and write them on
the first three lines. Find those that begin with b and
write them on the next lines. Continue to rearrange the
words so that they will be in alphabetical order.
across
glass
keys
bliss
heels
apples
.
farmers
robins
onions
candle s
dishes
unless
• class
address
friends
lake s
_
toss
rivers
•
•
•
. •*( . •*
*:
‘
.
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Exercise XXXIV
ofc
s
Recognizing Familiar Words
Have this list of words on the board,
gloves
gull
heels
branches
islands
glass
robins
keys
Indians
Directions to teacher.
Divide the class into two groups. Give the first
child in each line a blackboard eraser. Give a sentence
that gives a clue to a word on the board. The child to
find the word first may erase it as he says it. If ho is
correct, that makes a point for his side.
Sentences which could be given:
1. Something you find on shoes.
2. People who lived here before the white man.
3. Something which every tree has.
i|.. The name of a bird which lives near water.
5. Something windows are made from,
6 • Something often worn on the hands
.
..
r
.
o.
.
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Exercise XXXV
8
Written directions.
Write the word that makes the sentence right,
want wants wanting wanted
1. Sue a new dress.
2. She has been a red dress for a long
time.
3. Does she a cotton dress or a silk dress?
!*.. Her mother her to have a silk party
dre s s
.
.,
.
.
.
.
.
.
Exercise XXXVI
s
ed
ing
Written directions.
Write the correct word in each of the sentences.
work works working worked
1. At first he only on Saturday.
2. Jack is
_____
to make money for a bicycle.
3. He is in his father* s store each afternoon.
l\.. Jack likes to in the store.
1
.
2
.
3.
k.
5 .
walk
Tim can
He
Sometimes he
They are
Betty
walks walking walked
to school by himself.
to school last year too.
with his brother.
together this morning.
home from school with Tim.
..
•'
'
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i
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Exercise XXXVII
est
Words Which End With the Same Sound
Written directions.
Write these words under the correct endings.
chest
ladies
lonely
exactly
interest
Endings in ies
cookies
biggest
pennies
ugly
easily
carefully
west
babies
nest
stories
Endings in est Endings in ly

Exercise XXXVIII
est
Written directions.
In each row of words, there are two words which have
the same sound at the end. Study the words in each row
carefully. Then underline the two words. See number one.
1. plaything, babies, something , arrived
2. rest, danced, Indians, chest
3. interest, biggest, sorry, spring
Ij.. bluest, July, grocery, fly
5# stories, west, exciting, bluest
..
.
4
.
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Exercise XXXIX
ies, est, ly, ed
Written directions.
After each word write one of the following endings
to make the word longer.
est ies ly ed
Write the new words beside the one in this list.
certain
funny
scratch
baby
climb
s tory
belong
dart
cooky
delight
slow
gather
start
real
jolt
early
pick
hard
walk
!• •
.
'
>
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Exercise XL
est
Written directions.
Alphabetize these words
chest
interest
biggest
nest
v/est
bluest
best
_
rest
Write a sentence with each word.

Exercise XLI
est
Words Which Sound Alike
Written directions.
Find the words that have the same sound on the end
as the words in the first column.
Example : hand sand band
l. fly
2 • easily
3. biggest
4-. ring
5. walked
6. decided
__
7. nest
8. pennies
ladies
ring
July
ugly
talked
delighted
west
reply
sing
barked
best
hardly
king
darted
during
chest
cookies
interest
flying
: .
•
.
•
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Exercise XLII
est
List of words on board,
sad
chest
darted
interest
grocery
hands
biggest
fly
nest
Oral directions :
Let us say these words together.
Can anyone think of a word that ends the same as sad?
Yes, bad. If anyone elso can think of ono, he may write
it beside the word sad.
On your paper, copy these words.
Write two word3 that end the same beside each word.
Do it just as we did sad
.,
.
.
,
.
Exercise XLIII
ry
Written directions.
Read each word carefully* If it contains the long
sound of a vowel, write "L” on the line next to the word*
If it contains the short sound of the vowel, write HS" on
the line next to the word.
angry grocery
_____
dry
__
January
every marry
factory sorry
furry worry
_____
*.
.
.
Exercise XLIV
ly ry s
To Recognize Familiar Words in Longer Words
Written directions. '•,< -
Look at each word and see if you can find in it a word
that you know. Write the word on the line under the print
ed word.
factory exactly hardly
lonely slowly early
really wooly carefully
dishes lakes playthings
rivers Indians apples
candles branches gloves
robins frogs islands
•» r .
.... . — - -- v T • .
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Gross Word Puzzle
Pill in the squares with the missing letters.
1. The second month of the year.
2* A building where many things are made.
3. A word meaning more than one lady.
,
,
•
1
I
c
‘C
Something to wear on your hands.
£. The opposite of wet.
6, The seventh month of the year.
7* The name of a bird’s homo.
8. The opposite of more.
9# Something birds do. *
10* Something to eat.
11. Direction which is opposite from east.
12. Birds that live near the ocean.
'
Exercise XLVI
Written directions.
Meaning of Words
Write s between the words that mean the same.
Write 0 between the words that are opposite in meaning.
Example: thin 0 thick
1 . closed shut
2. finished ended
3. early late
k. candles lights
5. friends enemies
6. spring fall
7. wrong right
8. walked ran
9. gloves mittens
10. dry wet
r


